U137 • CHAPTER TWO
U137’s highly anticipated sophomore effort Chapter Two is now available worldwide. March 20 marks the <irst day of
Spring and a time for new beginnings, rebirth and a fresh start for the band. The Spring Equinox occurs when the Sun is
directly overhead of the equator and the Earth’s rotational axis is tilted neither towards nor away from the Sun, making
night and day equal lengths all over the world. Ancient cultures throughout history have celebrated this day as a time of
rejuvenation, healing and renewal. There’s no more appropriate release date as “Chapter Two“ follows the tragic death of
27 year old band member Adam Törnblad who passed away on May 8, 2017 after a tumultuous struggle with depression
and substance abuse.
From glistening, cinematic post-rock arrangements to memorable piano-based melodies, this ten track predominantly
instrumental album exempli<ies U137’s unique combination of sound glowing with energy, diversity and originality.
Documenting the saga of a deeply therapeutic and restorative journey for sole remaining band member Oscar
Gullbrandsen, Chapter Two is rich in textures, nuance and self-discipline...it’s the kind of album you listen to over and over
again, <inding something new to savor each time you listen (headphones highly recommended). Each and every track
contains some special magic expertly crafted to make your heart sing. With the aim of generating a feeling of pure
euphoria in the listener, succeed it does...and on every level. This is Scandinavian artistry at the highest level. An
absolutely astonishing and exceptional accomplishment, Chapter Two is destined to exceed expectations on every level.
The band doesn't have nearly 70 Million plays on Spotify for nothing…
“Adam and I had been writing music since we were about twelve years old and we knew each other since the age of two.
This is the most important album I will ever write. I dedicate it to my best friend Adam and his family to show how much
they have meant to me throughout my life. Writing this album really helped me to deal with dark feelings of deep sorrow
and tremendous loss. It helped me to move on, clari<ied what I really wanted in life and solidi<ied what’s most important
to me: writing music. The album title and cover art symbolize a new start for me. There is some part of each song that I
wrote speci<ically thinking of Adam. Many fans have been writing to me that our <irst album Dreamer On The Run changed
their life...and some say it saved them. I really hope Chapter Two will have the same impact and help people change for the
better. It certainly did for me,” says Oscar.
A moving album trailer featuring the track Fields Of Heather is streaming now on the Epic Music World Youtube channel
(http://bit.ly/u137-two-trailer). “I wanted the trailer to be happy and playful. The trailer starts with something sad and I
want Chapter Two to be a new beginning with a lot of love and happiness despite Adam’s passing. So it’s really two
different parts in that trailer. The past and the future,” says Oscar.
“Rich in textures, nuance, unexpected softness and energy, if you aren’t moved by these songs, you aren’t human.“ - Earmilk
“A whole lot to like. Calm and ambient in places, driving in others. Everything works, everything shines.“ - Team Reasonable
“Elegantly arranged with dreamy reverb and a beautiful glow of pathos, melody, energy and spirituality.“ - TroubleZine
“Unlike their namesake, U137 is unsinkable. An unabashedly romantic spirit that delivers everything it promises.“ - Stat Travels

Chapter Two was produced, performed, recorded, mixed and mastered by Oscar Gullbrandsen at HAV Studio in Boras,
Sweden. Photo by Gustaf Petersson. Cover image by Frank McKenna. Album trailer and videos by Simon Bendroth. U137
released it’s debut album Dreamer On The Run on Deep Elm Records in August 2013 and the two track single Adam
Forever / The Great Leap in November 2017. Writing and performing together on six previous albums, both Oscar and
Adam were also members of Moonlit Sailor and Sons Of London. U137 was named the band after the Soviet submarine
which ran aground in Swedish waters during the Cold War. Sync licensing credits include projects for Net<lix, United
Airlines, Veuve Cliquot, Bank of Montreal, Hilton Hotels, Procter & Gamble, The British Army, The Citadel, Omron
Healthcare, Biogen, Exxon Mobil, Ethiad Airways, Fidelity, Hyundai, FIFA World Cup, Vans, Canon, Fuji<ilm, McDonalds,
UNICEF, Koch industries, Titleist, MasterCraft, Volvo, BBDO and many more. U137 resides in Boras, Sweden.
Recommended For Fans of: Lights & Motion, Moonlit Sailor, Floating In Space, Sigur Ros, Explosions In The Sky, M83, Six Parts Seven
Genre: Cinematic Post-Rock, Ambient Instrumentals

